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Preface

The goal of this edition is the same as that for the first edition. It is to pro-
vide assistance to those operating or working in small libraries, no matter 
the individuals served or the units with which they are affiliated. Service 
in small libraries remains a challenge. In an age of increasing technology, 
it is imperative that knowledge be continually upgraded, that all possible 
areas of cooperation be explored, and that funding be located to provide 
essential library services. Running a Small Library: A How-To-Do-It Manual 
for Librarians, Second Edition, continues to provide practical guidance for 
the day-to-day and the out-of-the-ordinary services, activities, and issues 
facing the small library community in a rapidly changing world.

This is my second go-around as the book’s editor and an author of some 
chapters. A great deal has changed since the first edition in 2006, particularly 
the advances in technology that have reached even the smallest of librar-
ies. Access to new databases has been made available through institutional 
funding or through state library consortia that bring basic database access 
to even the smallest of public libraries. With new formats such as e-books 
and electronic publishing, meeting the expectations of small library users is 
an increasing challenge. This edition is designed to present both big-picture 
concepts as well as specific issues facing those responsible for operations, or 
interested in operations, in a small library. Individual chapter authors are 
recognized for their expertise in content areas as well as their long experi-
ence working in small libraries. Some are new to this edition and some are 
returning. Each chapter has received either a thorough update or is com-
pletely new for this edition. It is the intent and hope of each author that the 
advice, instruction, and experienced commentary will meet your needs and 
the needs of the community your library serves. The small library, no matter 
what community it serves, is the backbone of our information society and 
an essential component of a democratic society.

This second edition of Running a Small Library again covers six major 
areas: management, administration, public services, collection development, 
computers and automation, and sources for more information. 
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Part I, “Introducing the Small Library,” contains five chapters. Each 
chapter is devoted to the unique characteristics of library settings in college, 
community college, special, public, and school libraries. Chapter authors 
explore their service sectors from a variety of approaches, leaving you, the 
reader, with a better understanding of their libraries’ history and current 
state and the challenges facing them in the twenty-first century.

Part II, “Administration in the Small Library,” in nine chapters, delves 
into specific areas of importance to small library operations.

 • Chapter 6, “Budgeting,” assists readers in creating a financial plan 
that works. From types of budgets to key financial considerations, 
this chapter provides valuable and often overlooked guidance.

 • Chapter 7, “Policies and Procedures,” makes the creation of 
institutional regulations easier. It outlines necessary topics that 
must be covered and provides guidance for authoring effective 
statements.

 • Chapter 8, “Staffing,” factors human elements into the manage-
ment equation, describing how to create job descriptions, inter-
view candidates, train staff, balance schedules, and supervise and 
evaluate workers.

 • Chapter 9, “Planning,” shows why and how you should prepare 
for long- and short-term goals.

 • Chapter 10, “Buildings,” covers how to plan, finance, construct, 
furnish, remodel, and maintain facilities.

 • Chapter 11, “Governing Boards and Governmental Relations,” 
demonstrates both how these bodies work for you and how 
you work with them—from establishment to maintenance to 
assessment.

 • Chapter 12, “Friends Groups and Foundations,” explains the 
differences between these two support bodies; walks read-
ers through their formation; and provides guidance for setting 
bylaws, fund-raising, and keeping both groups active.

 • Chapter 13, “Community Partnership Development,” presents 
solid advice for libraries looking to partner. In addition to model 
relationships, you will find management techniques and sugges-
tions for maximizing the benefits to your institution.

 • Chapter 14, “Development,” examines traditional models of fund-
raising and what it takes to implement a comprehensive advance-
ment program for the twenty-first century.

Part III, “Public Services in the Small Library,” brings together three 
chapters that offer guidance to individuals providing service to specific user 
communities and discuss the increasing role that digital materials play in 
daily library operations.
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 • Chapter 15, “Adult Services,” examines reference work, program-
ming, readers’ advisory, displays, and outreach and how to work 
with individuals of all types in the provision of these services.

 • Chapter 16, “Youth and Young Adult Services,” covers the history 
of youth and young adult services in public libraries, services 
offered by youth and young adult services staff, the importance of 
collection development, and library programming.

 • Chapter 17, “Digital Services,” is a new addition to the book. It 
covers digital collections, programs, and services and how best to 
provide them to users in the small library.

Part IV, “Collection Development in the Small Library,” addresses the 
issues and topics related to your materials and collections.

 • Chapter 18, “Selection,” covers the goal of selection, questions 
to be answered before the selection process begins, consider-
ations to take into account when making a selection, handling 
controversial materials, selection resources, and funding your 
collection.

 • Chapter 19, “Ordering,” covers each of the steps required to buy 
an item from a vendor and get it ready to be turned over to the 
catalogers for additional processing.

 • Chapter 20, “Cataloging,” outlines the two systems of cataloging 
and subject headings and discusses item description, assigning 
subject headings, authority control, assigning classification num-
bers, and applying a local collection scheme.

 • Chapter 21, “Circulation,” gives guidance on the process of loan-
ing items to users and obtaining the return of those items.

 • Chapter 22, “Weeding,” gives guidance for the process of remov-
ing materials no longer of interest or use from the collection.

Part V, “Computers and Automation,” consists of two chapters addressing 
the issues surrounding technology in the small library.

 • Chapter 23, “Personal Computers and In-House Networks,” 
provides assistance in writing and using a technology plan and 
discusses the types of equipment you will need to manage in your 
library, key technology services to offer in your library, and sup-
porting and securing technology resources.

 • Chapter 24, “Integrated Library Systems,” covers the features of 
an integrated library system (ILS), integration with third-party 
products and the ILS, ILS vendors, and the future of the ILS.

The final section of the manual, “Running a Small Library Source-
book,” provides lists of state library agencies, book and periodical vendors, 
library furniture and supply vendors, and automation vendors as well as 
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information on professional organizations and professional statements. This 
information will prove valuable as you seek further assistance on problems 
or concerns or increased knowledge on particular topics. The purpose of 
the second edition of Running a Small Library remains the same: to assist 
you in better serving your community—whether in the academic, public, 
special, or school setting—by providing a better understanding of the 
essential functions of a small library. I hope that this second edition will 
provide valuable assistance to all individuals involved in the operation and 
use of the small library.
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In the early history of English-speaking North America, small academic 
libraries were both simple and similar, but the three and three-quarters 
centuries since the founding of Harvard have produced remarkable variety 
among libraries that serve the smaller institutions of higher education. 
Whether it was Harvard’s library in the seventeenth century, centered on a 
gift of 300 books from John Harvard (Budd 1998), or the library at Hamp-
den-Sydney in the eighteenth century, advertised proudly in the Virginia 
Gazette as having the “best Writers, both ancient and modern” (Brinkley 
1994), the book collections were usually housed in one room under the care 
of a professor or the president. In the case of Hampden-Sydney, for instance, 
the first library was housed in one of the five rooms of the president’s home 
(Brinkley 1994).

With a few exceptions, academic libraries remained small, with untrained 
staff, and were open relatively few hours per week until the 1890s (Valentine 
2012). In the nineteenth century, this oversight was at times corrected by 
libraries purchased and maintained by debate societies at institutions such as 
the University of Alabama (Pace 2004) and the University of North Carolina, 
where two debate societies had a total of 8,800 books in their libraries by 
1849 (Budd 1998). But by the twentieth century, the demand for library col-
lections to support research and teaching increased to the point that libraries 
evolved in divergent forms to serve their institutions. This tendency toward 
diversity was accelerated by the development of technology to the point that 
today small college libraries can range in size from a multiple-story build-
ing of 100,000 square feet to a single room of less than 1,000 square feet. 
Buildings can be historic or quite contemporary, be devoted to only library 
resources, or contain everything from classrooms and counseling centers 
to coffee shops and computer labs. Print collections can range in size from 
more than a million volumes to a small reference section supported by a 
virtual library of e-books and electronic periodicals. Staff, of course, can 
range in number from dozens to one.

This variety makes writing a succinct definition difficult unless you sim-
ply say, “A small academic library is a library that serves a small college.” 

IN THIS CHAPTER

	Library Services

	Budgeting

	Statistics and Assessment

	Staffing

	Challenges

	Conclusion

	Further Reading

	References

1College Libraries
Cy Dillon
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One source that addresses the definition of “academic” in “academic library” 
comes from the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES 2014):

An academic library is the library associated with a degree-granting 
institution of higher education. Academic libraries are identified by the 
post-secondary institution of which they are a part and provide all of 
the following:

1. An organized collection of printed or other materials or a 
combination thereof;

2. A staff trained to provide and interpret such materials as 
required to meet the informational, cultural, recreational, or 
educational needs of clientele;

3. An established schedule in which services of the staff are 
available to clientele; and

4. The physical facilities necessary to support such a collec-
tion, staff, and schedule. 

An example of what is generally considered to be the size of the student 
body for a small academic institution may be found in these guidelines 
written by the American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS 2014). The 
ACLS defines these as “small”:

•	 Master’s Colleges and Universities I and II with FTE enroll-
ments between 1,000 and 2,500.

•	 All Baccalaureate Colleges—Liberal Arts and General with 
FTE enrollments 1,000 or above.

•	 All Associate’s Colleges and Community Colleges with FTE 
enrollments between 2,500 and 10,000.

The ACLS defines the following as “very small”:

•	 Master’s Colleges and Universities I and II with FTE enroll-
ments below 1,000.

•	 Baccalaureate Colleges—Liberal Arts and General with FTE 
enrollments below 1,000.

•	 All Associate’s Colleges and Community Colleges with FTE 
enrollments below 2,500.

Thus, leaving aside community colleges, 2,500 would seem to be the enroll-
ment ceiling for small academic institutions, so, with the exception of rela-
tively small community colleges, a small academic library serves a degree-
granting institution of 2,500 or fewer FTE students.

www.alastore.ala.org
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Library Services

Every small academic library should offer a range of services that match 
the needs of the institution’s academic program. The creation and revision 
of a mission statement for the library provide opportunities to make sure 
that the match of services to needs is appropriate and to plan for changing 
services as needs change. The library’s mission should be in harmony with 
the overall mission of the institution. In 1999, the College Libraries Section 
of the Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) published a 
collection of academic library mission statements titled Mission Statements 
for College Libraries (Hastreiter, Cornelius, and Henderson 1999). This book 
reveals that libraries’ explanations of their missions differ as dramatically as 
their buildings, collections, staffs, and services, but it is well worth consult-
ing when it is time to revise the mission statement of any academic library.

One of the clearest and most direct of all the mission statements available 
comes from Randolph-Macon College in Ashland, Virginia (see sidebar). The 
categories of services this library asserts that it provides are typical of those at 
most small colleges: build an appropriate collection, give individual research 
help, offer bibliographic instruction tailored to the college, provide hardware 
and instruction for teaching and learning technologies, maintain a college 
archive, and create a space that promotes a variety of styles of learning.

Beginning with the collection, a set of policies should be in place to sup-
port the acquisition of carefully selected items from a number of media. 
Getting faculty to select books and make recommendations on subscriptions 
is ideal, but this approach usually has to be supplemented by selections made 
by the staff. Having general guidelines about how much to budget for each 
subject and how many items to attempt to add in a year helps keep acquisi-
tions going according to plan. In addition to regular reviews of a library’s 
acquisitions policy, it is a good practice to use products designed to evaluate 
collections when they are affordable. Until recently, commercially available 
lists of recommended materials for college libraries focused on print, books 
and journals, but software products such as Bowker’s version of Resources 
for College Libraries are beginning to include electronic media evaluation as 
a service. As more extensive electronic resources become available, libraries 
will have to be sure that their collection development policies reflect the 
growing importance of those assets versus print materials. Do not give up 
on books, though. Most users prefer digital versions of journals, but under-
graduate students are still most comfortable using books in their research, 
particularly humanities research.

Providing good individual help to all users is one of a small academic 
library’s most important roles. A small campus atmosphere supports taking 
all the necessary time to be sure students and faculty get the help they need. 
The traditional approach to this service has been from behind a reference 
desk, but more and more libraries have switched to either roving reference 
staff or “one stop” service desks that answer basic questions and offer users 
individual appointments with reference librarians for more complex issues. 

Sample Mission Statement

“At McGraw-Page Library we 
provide information services 
and spaces to foster learning 
communities at Randolph-Macon 
College. We do this by:

 • selecting, acquiring, and mak-
ing accessible information in 
diverse media,

 • providing research assistance,
 • integrating bibliographic 

instruction with the college 
curriculum,

 • supporting a variety of educa-
tional technologies,

 • keeping an historical record of 
Randolph-Macon College, and

 • enhancing individual and 
shared intellectual work in a 
welcoming environment.” 

(McGraw-Page Library 2014)

www.alastore.ala.org
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The single desk also functions well to direct patrons to services such as 
technology help desks, media librarians, and writing centers. Other meth-
ods of individual help used in small college libraries include e-mail, chat 
reference, and even messages via Facebook. Whatever the context, the key 
to good individual reference service is matching the user with the right staff 
member to solve his or her specific problem.

Group bibliographic instruction, often as a meeting of a specific class, is 
one of the core services of an academic library. When possible, this instruc-
tion should be carefully coordinated with an assignment, so collaboration 
with faculty is essential. Some colleges have a required assignment in all 
freshman seminar or introductory composition classes, creating an excel-
lent opportunity for librarians to be sure most students are exposed to 
basic research skills. An ideal structure within the curriculum for making 
information literacy a core academic skill might include a required short 
assignment to orient freshmen, a session on research papers for the second 
composition course, an introduction to research in a major focused on a 
selected assignment in foundation classes, and an intense session on infor-
mation literacy in capstone classes. Convincing a whole faculty to support 
such a program is very difficult, but it makes a good target.

Small college libraries most often include a media library with hardware 
and software as well as at least one staff member with technology skills to 
support their use by both students and faculty. Of course, some campuses 
keep media services separate and some colleges are too small to support a 
media library, but directors should be prepared to supervise everything from 
a DVD collection and streaming video service to the college’s learning man-
agement system. In many institutions, the library director or media librarian 
also has to manage classroom technology, and the technology required to 
deliver the library’s content is also something that cannot be ignored. Librar-
ies should be prepared for technology shifts such as the recent increase in 
demand for access to content on mobile devices.

College administrations usually assume that libraries conserve a wide 
variety of publications, documents, and media items that reflect the history 
of the institution. In many cases, these efforts are woefully underfunded, but 
the library should do what it can to maintain usable copies of items such as 
college newspapers and magazines, programs from graduation and other 
important events, historical photographs, trustee meeting minutes, presi-
dential papers, and recordings of important speakers. The digital revolution 
is making this process less space intensive but not necessarily easier. In 
addition to maintaining an archive, most libraries will benefit from having 
their own digital repository as well as from locating some digital assets in 
resources such as the Internet Archive. Having the public access catalog link 
to digital files stored on a variety of servers is one strategy that improves 
access for most users.

While it is now possible to deliver information services to a small col-
lege with a “virtual” library, many institutions have recently increased 
emphasis on the value of library space as an individual and group learning 
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environment. Open, attractive space for study, working on computers, 
collaborating with or without technology, and doing research is an effec-
tive draw for students, and the current tendency is to move or condense 
print collections—particularly reference books—to create more space for 
students. As opposed to earlier generations who wanted privacy, current 
students usually want to see and be seen when they are in the library. They 
are also comfortable with seeing staff (though they do not necessarily want 
to interact), and it is important to have someone visible at the service point 
at all times. Twenty-first-century students also tend to expect the library to 
be open both late and early, and a ninety-hour or more weekly schedule has 
become the norm. Relatively few small college libraries maintain twenty-
four-hour schedules, but some campuses have that tradition. Libraries also 
often house coffee shops, technology-rich classrooms, computer labs, editing 
studios, group study rooms, and writing centers, so it is clear that the library 
as a place will be important to small colleges for the foreseeable future.

Budgeting

Most small college library budgets can be managed with a bit of knowl-
edge about fund accounting, an acquaintance with spreadsheets, attention 
to detail, and a simple pocket calculator. Funds usually come from four 
sources: the college’s current budget, endowments, gifts, and grants.

Current funds will be divided into “lines” or amounts for specific 
expenses such as postage or electronic resources. Library staff should know 
their institution’s policies about transferring money between lines, and they 
should be aware that all money allocated should be spent within the fiscal 
year. Good managers usually try to avoid saving a large sum in a line for 
a big-ticket purchase at the last minute. Current budgets are also subject 
to a process of requesting funds that will likely include providing reasons 
for the request in each line. This process is both reasonable and helpful in 
that it gives the library staff the opportunity to examine their priorities for 
spending money each year. Online resources, because their renewals fall 
at various times during the year, sometimes present budgeting problems. 
Libraries without a commercial product for managing database purchasing 
should keep a spreadsheet that records each resource, its date of renewal, 
the cost of the last subscription, and the funding source used each year.

As opposed to current funds, endowments provide funds from the earn-
ings of investments, with the amount available for each year calculated 
by a formula consistent with college policies. This requires some caution 
in planning because the same fund will produce different amounts as the 
economy changes, but endowments have the advantage of allowing money 
to be held over in the account if it is not spent within a fiscal year. Thus, 
an endowment is suitable for saving funds for a large, one-time purchase. 
Endowments are also relatively reliable for recurring expenses such as book 
purchasing as long as the librarian is conservative in forecasting the funds 
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available for the next year. Because of the relative permanence and flex-
ibility of endowments, libraries may designate gifts to endowments as their 
preferred form of donation.

Gifts may be unrestricted, that is, for use at the discretion of the library 
staff; they may be intended for a specific use with some flexibility, as in a 
donation to buy books in a designated subject; or they may be for a specific 
purpose or purchase. In all these cases, library staff should be careful that the 
donated funds are either funneled into library accounts or segregated into 
an account of their own. Otherwise, a gift meant to underwrite a specific 
library acquisition may end up in the institution’s general fund.

Grants are usually received from government agencies or private founda-
tions and often require a strict application process as well as being competi-
tive with other applicants. Grants, which can be restricted to one fiscal year 
or spread over several, should be the subject of special care in the accounting 
process, as they often require very detailed reports. Many small colleges 
have grants officers who can assist librarians in designing and writing grant 
applications.

Statistics and Assessment

Once a library delineates its mission, the staff should take steps to ensure 
that their effectiveness in each area of service can be evaluated regularly. 
Gathering statistics on library activities is an important part of the assess-
ment process because this enables a library to compare its efforts against 
past years and to look at them in the light of norms and benchmarks. Along 
with outcomes assessment results, such as those from information literacy 
surveys, these comparisons should be the subject of regular reviews, and 
as noted in the ACRL’s (2011) Standards for Libraries in Higher Education, 
libraries should “use assessment data for continuous improvement of library 
operations” (6).

In addition to internal assessment, statistics are often reported annually 
to the institution’s academic administration, and a variety of surveys and 
reports also require statistics from the library. Two that are among the most 
important are the NCES’s biannual academic library survey and the ACRL’s 
annual survey of statistics and trends (see sidebar). It is a good practice 
to save copies of both the NCES and the ACRL surveys. The results can 
help when the library’s institution is up for reaccreditation by its regional 
accrediting agency. If your library produces an annual report for the admin-
istration, consider posting it each year as part of the library webpages. This 
makes statistics easy to find and is a way of communicating what the library 
has accomplished.

Academic libraries should have detailed assessment plans that include 
means of measuring student learning outcomes in information literacy. 
These outcomes are best explained in the ACRL’s (2000) Information Lit-
eracy Competency Standards for Higher Education. There are a number of 
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approaches to assessing students’ information literacy, but pre- and post-
testing with a nationally normed instrument is arguably the method most 
likely to be accepted by accreditors. Even this procedure, however, requires 
“closing the loop” by reviewing the results, noting where the students might 
improve, and devising strategies to foster that improvement. Thus, gathering 
statistics and carrying out assessment are important tools in the effective 
management of small academic libraries.

Staffing

The wealth of a good small academic library, never mind the building or 
the collection, lies in the skill and energy of its staff. Because numbers are 
limited, the staff in general, and the director in particular, must be versatile 
and focused on the service mission of the library. There is usually no place 
to hide a staff member whose abilities are below par. Most small college 
libraries have a director or dean, one or more professional librarians, various 
paraprofessionals, and student workers.

The director of a small academic library should fill a variety of roles 
requiring both versatility and persistence. Perhaps the most important role 
is leading the staff, working toward constant improvement in fulfilling the 
library’s mission. Because the working environment in most libraries is 
relatively small, the director has the opportunity for daily observation of and 
communication with all the staff. In spite of this frequent contact, having 
regular planning and review meetings with the director and key colleagues is 
a good strategy in libraries with more than a few workers. It is most often the 
director’s vision that drives positive change, even with a very talented staff, 
but the director should also help cultivate good ideas from other sources.

More roles for the director include guiding collection development and 
technological innovation, managing the physical facility, acquiring funding 
and managing the budget, hiring appropriate professionals and paraprofes-
sionals, and participating in and taking advantage of consortia and other 
cooperative organizations. Directors must also maintain good relationships 
with a wide variety of constituencies, including the college administration, 
the faculty, the students, the trustees, the community, donors, alumni, and 
vendors. If that list is not imposing enough, add scholarly research and writ-
ing and the job seems to be too complex for anyone. Nevertheless, serving 
as the director of a small college library can be one of the most interesting 
and fulfilling positions on any campus.

Since most small college libraries employ more than one professional 
librarian, a person in this position can usually focus more closely on spe-
cific aspects of the library such as technical services, circulation and public 
services, or technology and media. Still, these librarians are usually expected 
to supervise paraprofessional and student staff and maintain relationships 
with most of the groups that concern the director. They may also be called 
upon to be engaged in the faculty governance process, and some institutions 

Library Survey Reports

Among the most important 
statistical reports are the library 
section of the NCES’s Integrated 
Postsecondary Education Data 
System, a federal report usually 
completed in the college’s office 
of institutional research, and 
ACRL’s annual Academic Library 
Trends and Statistics Survey. 
Some care is required to complete 
these instruments because the 
definitions for key terms can vary, 
and the directions that accompany 
each survey call for close reading. 
Results from the ACRL survey 
are published by the association 
in a variety of formats, described 
in detail on its website (www.ala 
.org/acrl/publications/trends). 
These results are an invaluable 
source for benchmarking and for 
identifying and understanding 
trends in academic libraries. Every 
academic library director should take 
advantage of them, especially since 
so much of the data is available free 
to survey participants.

Changing Standards in 
Information Literacy

The Information Literacy 

Competency Standards for Higher 

Education are currently undergoing 
revision. For information on the new 
proposed Framework for Information 

Literacy for Higher Education, go to 
http://acrl.ala.org/ilstandards.
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assign librarians as liaisons to departments or divisions. The importance of 
these professional positions, which often come with faculty status, means 
that hiring librarians is a process much like hiring a tenure-track professor. 

Small college librarians should expect—and be expected—to participate 
in professional organizations and engage in research related to their work. 
This is especially important if they will be involved in the tenure and promo-
tion process, but it has benefits for nonfaculty librarians as well. Directors 
must see themselves as mentors for their colleagues, encouraging their pro-
fessional activities and trying to help them find funds for conferences and 
workshops. The rate of change in resources and processes is such that librar-
ians never reach a point that they can permanently know what they need to 
know to perform their job. With the director’s support, the close working 
relationships, and the variety of responsibilities required of all professionals, 
small libraries are a good place to begin a career as an academic librarian.

Paraprofessionals should also be hired with care. Their accuracy and 
reliability are essential to providing good library services, and the impor-
tance of the ability of public services paraprofessionals to interact well with 
library users cannot be overemphasized. The best collection can be rendered 
inconsequential by uncooperative or disagreeable staff at points of service. 
As opposed to professional librarians, in most cases, paraprofessionals can 
be recruited locally or regionally and vetted by a committee from within 
the library.

The director and professional librarians should be sure that the para-
professional staff have ample opportunities to communicate both in terms 
of being informed of plans and projects and in terms of offering their own 
ideas about processes and policies. Often the most productive ideas come 
from the point at which the detail work is done. This communication should 
include frequent contact, clear explanation of expectations, regular evalua-
tions, and occasional meetings of the whole staff.

Like librarians, paraprofessionals are well advised to participate in 
organizations such as state library associations and to take advantage of 
professional development opportunities. More ambitious staff will consider 
getting a library science degree, and the recent creation of quite a few qual-
ity online master’s programs makes improving your status more attractive 
than in the past.

Small college librarians rely on student workers to complete many essen-
tial tasks and provide core services to users. This means that professional 
and paraprofessional staff have to be good trainers and supervisors, develop-
ing instructional programs for a variety of student positions. As with other 
classes of library workers, clear communication between the students and 
their supervisors is essential. The hiring, evaluation, and dismissal policies 
for students must be clear and consistently applied. If these requirements 
are met, students can be given much responsibility with very good results, 
providing the library with more workers than it could hire otherwise and 
allowing young people willing to work to help pay for their education.

For Further Information 

To learn more about the recruiting 
and hiring process, see the ACRL’s 
“A Guideline for the Screening and 
Appointment of Academic Librarians 
Using a Search Committee” at 
www.ala.org/acrl/standards/
screenapguide.
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Challenges

Most of the challenges that academic libraries face now are the result of the 
unprecedented rapidity of change in the character of their institutions, the 
demographics of the users they serve, the budget realities for their colleges, 
and the technology they use but do not really control. The procedures and 
strategies that developed during the many years that libraries served as 
repositories for print resources are no longer adequate in an environment 
rich in new problems and priorities. Clearly libraries are “at a critical time 
in the realm of library technologies, with many organizations working to 
break out of established conceptual, functional, and technological bounds” 
(Breeding 2013b, 18). But successful use of technology alone is not enough 
to ensure that a library will fulfill its mission. Librarians must examine all 
their practices and modify them as necessary to meet the demands of their 
users and the needs of their institutions.

As small colleges offer a wider variety of programs of study in multiple 
formats such as distance learning, branch campuses, shared facilities, 
and international programs, libraries are finding more efficient means of 
delivering the information students and faculty need. Obviously, digital 
information resources along with technology like discovery services, link 
resolvers, and automated interlibrary loan are all crucial in information 
delivery. Nevertheless, libraries also have to maintain inviting learning 
spaces, book collections, and a set of services that support the academic 
work of students and faculty. With more and more nontraditional students 
entering this wide variety of academic programs, libraries also face serving 
multiple generations with very diverse expectations about how they should 
be served. Thus, the same public services librarian who keeps up the library 
webpages, Facebook presence, and Twitter account may have to be able to 
teach a traditional bibliographic instruction session and answer traditional 
reference questions, and the technical services librarian might have to 
master batch downloading MARC records from multiple vendors and help 
standardize the metadata for the digital repository the same year he or she 
catalogs a set of centuries-old Latin books for special collections. Needless 
to say, all these activities have to be undertaken in an environment of flat, if 
not sinking, financial support for the library. Many small colleges are strug-
gling with discount rates that make it very difficult to increase budgets; at 
the same time student demand for amenities is at an all-time high.

One of the most difficult current challenges is competing for the user’s 
attention. The Internet experience of students and faculty exposes them 
to resources that set “an almost unreachable bar for user experience and 
breadth of content” (Breeding 2013a, 18), but librarians have to convince 
users of the value of the resources and services their own technology offers. 
As more content becomes available on the web, e-books become easier to 
use, open access flourishes, and new forms of digital scholarly work become 
accepted, successful academic libraries “will need to: deconstruct legacy print 
collections; move from item-by-item book selection to purchase-on-demand 
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and subscriptions; manage the transition to open access journals; focus on 
curating unique items; and develop new mechanisms for funding national 
infrastructure” (Lewis 2013, 159). Clearly, collaboration, particularly shared 
systems and resources, is a strategy that no library will want to avoid in a 
situation that is at once demanding and potentially very rewarding.

Conclusion

The small academic library offers a dynamic working environment with an 
opportunity to fulfill a service mission while developing as a professional. 
Librarians are called upon to be versatile, innovative, collegial, and resource-
ful in a time of tumultuous change in most aspects of their work. A small 
campus offers the opportunity to work directly with students and faculty 
while making meaningful contributions to the evolution of the institution 
as you pursue a satisfying career.

Further Reading

In addition to journals focused on college libraries, such as College and 
Research Libraries, The Journal of Academic Librarianship, Journal of Library 
Administration, or College and Undergraduate Libraries, academic librarians 
should read the Chronicle of Higher Education regularly. It is important 
to keep in touch with developments in the college and university sphere 
because trends and issues for these institutions are bound to influence their 
libraries. The Chronicle’s annual Almanac of Higher Education is a particu-
larly useful source of statistics on the American academic scene.

In many cases, RSS feeds and electronic discussion lists are excellent 
means of keeping up with specific journals or entire fields of study, and 
their immediacy makes them hard to ignore. These resources are particu-
larly good for following a specific area of research or keeping current with 
an organization. It is best to be selective about signing up, however, since 
having too much to select from can be a hindrance to productivity.

Academic librarians should be aware of the many publications of the 
ACRL, described at www.ala.org/acrl/publications. This page links to 
sources that range from journals to dozens of monographs on all aspects 
of academic librarianship. Some of these resources are open access, and 
some are for sale, but the quality is always good and the coverage broad. 
ACRL publications are especially good sources for widely accepted sets of 
standards for library practice (www.ala.org/acrl/standards). 
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